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Abstract

We model an election in which parties nominate candidates with observable policy
preferences prior to a campaign that produces information about candidate quality, a
characteristic independent of policy. Informative campaigns lead to greater differen-
tiation in expected candidate quality, which undermines policy competition. In equi-
librium, as campaigns become more informative, candidates become more extreme.
We identify conditions under which the costs associated with extremism dominate the
benefits of campaign information. Informative political campaigns increase political
extremism and can decrease voter welfare. Our results have implications for media
coverage, the number of debates, and campaign finance reform.
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Democracy demands an educated and informed electorate.

– Thomas Jefferson

The purpose of a campaign is to send an intelligent and informed voter to the

ballot box.

– Calvin Coolidge1

1 INTRODUCTION

Information about political candidates emerges during election campaigns through debates,

media coverage, informative advertising, and observed performance on the campaign trail.

To the extent that it enables voters to make better-informed election day decisions, cam-

paign information is generally considered to be good for democracy. Our analysis questions

this widely held view. We model an election in which parties nominate candidates with ob-

servable policy preferences prior to a campaign that produces additional information about

candidate quality. A more informative campaign reduces uncertainty about candidate qual-

ity, allowing voters to make better choices on election day. At the same time, an informative

campaign creates quality differentiation between candidates, softening policy competition.

In equilibrium, when voters receive better information about quality, the election winner

simultaneously has higher expected quality and is more extreme. If the distribution of voter

policy preferences is sufficiently moderate, the welfare costs associated with candidate ex-

tremism dominate the benefits. Although their voting decision is better informed, voters can

become worse off as campaigns becomes more informative.

Past analyses considering the detrimental effects of campaigns tend to focus on the need

for candidates to fundraise or seek endorsements from special interest groups, considera-

tions that are absent from our analysis. In our framework, we show that campaigns may be

detrimental even without special interest groups, fundraising, biased or private information,

incumbent advantage, or turnout concerns. Campaigns serve only to produce costless, unbi-

ased information about candidate quality that cannot be manipulated or influenced by the

candidates in any way. Even under these optimistic conditions, campaign information can

generate extremism and decrease voter welfare.

Our analysis considers a three stage election. In the first stage, two political parties select

candidates of uncertain quality based on their observable policy preferences. In the second

stage (the campaign), additional information emerges about candidate quality, a valence trait

1The quote is from Coolidge’s “Radio Address from the White House on the Duties of Citizenship,”
November 3, 1924. It is made available online by Gerhard Peters and John T. Woolley’s “The American
Presidency Project,” http://www.presidency.ucsb.edu/ws/?pid=24179.
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independent of their policy preferences. In the third stage, voters elect a candidate, who

then implements his preferred policy. We analyze the impact of campaign informativeness

on candidate selection, policy outcomes, and voter welfare.

In an extreme case, campaigns reveal nothing new about candidate quality; voter beliefs

about candidate quality are the same on election day as on the day parties nominate their

candidates. Recognizing that no new information about quality will emerge, parties need

to select a more-moderate candidate than their opponent to win election. In this case,

policy competition is most fierce, and in equilibrium both parties choose candidates who

will implement the policy preferred by the median voter. Informative campaigns weaken

policy competition between the parties. Parties correctly expect informative campaigns to

generate ex post differentiation in expected candidate quality come election day. Therefore,

the more extreme candidate does not necessarily lose the election, as the campaign may

reveal him to be of sufficiently high expected quality to compensate for a more extreme policy

platform. Thus, informative campaigns soften policy competition and decrease incentives for

moderation.

The analysis identifies a trade off between campaign information and political extrem-

ism: anticipating that better information about candidate qualities will emerge during the

campaign, parties nominate more extreme candidates. If the distribution of voter policy pref-

erences is sufficiently concentrated around the median voter, or if voters care enough about

politician quality compared to policy, then increasing campaign informativeness decreases

aggregate voter welfare. While the first relationship is intuitive, the second relationship

is paradoxical: when voters care enough about electing high quality candidates, exposing

voters to better information about candidate quality makes them worse off. When voters

care primarily about candidate quality, they are less sensitive to changes in candidate policy

platforms, and parties respond by nominating more extreme candidates. In this case, the

increase in extremism associated with a more informative campaign can be severe enough to

dominate the potential benefit from being able to better identify which candidate is higher

quality. In both sets of circumstances, the socially optimal level of campaign informative-

ness is neither fully uninformative nor fully informative. Rather, an intermediate level of

campaign informativeness optimizes the tradeoff between policy divergence and information.

If informativeness exceeds the optimal level, voters are better off when they are exposed to

less information about candidate quality during the campaign.

Following the initial analysis, we consider a number of extensions including non-linear

preferences, ex ante asymmetries between candidates and a general information structure.

We show the relationship between campaign information and extremism continues to hold

in these environments. When we allow for non-linear policy preferences, additional welfare
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results emerge. These results are driven by differences in the way that the costs of extremism

are distributed across different segments of the electorate. For preferences sufficiently close

to linear, moderate voters are most affected by changes in extremism, and the qualitative re-

sults from the main analysis continue to hold: increased information decreases voter welfare

when a large enough portion of the electorate is moderate. For sufficiently concave policy

preferences, extremists voters are most affected by changes in policy, and increased informa-

tion decreases voter welfare when a large enough portion of the electorate prefers sufficiently

extreme policies. For intermediate levels of preference concavity, neither effect dominates

the informational benefit, and there does not exist a distribution of voter preferences such

that increased information decreases welfare.

In Section 2 we discuss the relationship between our paper and existing literature. In

Section 3, we introduce a stylized model of political competition, which we then analyze in

Sections 4 and 5. The initial analysis abstracts from some important considerations in order

to present the main point as clearly as possible. In Section 6 we consider extensions. We

discuss these further implications of our results in Section 7.

2 LITERATURE

A number of analyses focus on distortions arising from candidates’ attempts to influence the

information generation process inherent in political campaigns by aligning themselves with

special interests or elites. In Coate (2004a,b) advertising is directly informative about candi-

date quality but is funded by political contributions. Prat (2002a,b) considers the signaling

role of campaign spending; voters make inferences about candidate quality through their

ability to raise funds. In Chakraborty and Ghosh (2013), candidates may adopt policies

favored by the elite in order to gain endorsements.2 In these models, political candidates

pander to special interest groups in order to attract the financial contributions or endorse-

ments which are needed to convey their quality to voters during a campaign. Our results

extend the insights of this literature: we show that the increased availability of accurate,

exogenous information about candidate quality can generate policy divergence and decrease

voter welfare even in the absence of fundraising or other motivations for candidates to pander

to special interests.

A handful of recent papers consider how exposure to information about candidates’ policy

preferences or campaign promises may hurt voters. In Eguia and Nicolo (2012), candidates

2Prat (2008) provides an overview of this literature, including related papers by Ashworth (2006), Gerber
(1998), and Potters, Sloof and van Winden (1997). Alesina and Holden (2008) consider a setting in which
candidates may choose to be strategically ambiguous in their announcement of policy, as they attempt to
appeal to both interest groups and voters.
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can promise to provide inefficient local public goods (“pork” spending) to individual districts

in an effort to win votes in those districts. They consider how the quantity of pork offered

depends on voters’ ability to observe candidates’ promises to other districts. The analysis

shows that transparency leads to greater overall pork spending. Since pork is inefficient, ac-

cess to information about candidates’ campaign promises can make voters worse off. Camara

and Bernhardt (2013) consider an election between an incumbent and a challenger in which

voters are informed about the incumbent’s past policy choices and may observe a binary

signal about the challenger’s policy preferences. The quality of information available about

the challenger affects the incumbent’s incentive to select moderate policies in the preceding

period. Increasing signal informativeness shrinks the set of incumbent types that choose a

moderate policy instead of their more-extreme personal ideals (hurting voter welfare); at

the same it also leads the incumbents who do choose moderation to implement even more

moderate policies (improving voter welfare). The analysis shows that the negative effect is

first order and the positive effect is second order. Starting from a completely uninformative

signal, marginally increasing informativeness always hurts the electorate. In other instances,

however, more informative signals may improve voter welfare.

Our analysis is also related to a literature that considers both endogenous policy and

endogenous quality (valence). Most closely related to our contribution is Carrillo and Cas-

tanheira (2008), who consider how information about candidate quality revealed during a

campaign affects both policy and valence investments. The authors consider a game in

which candidates first commit to publicly observable policy platforms, and then simultane-

ously invest to improve their quality. Voters observe policy platforms and are stochastically

informed about differences in realized candidate quality. If voters never receive information

about candidate quality, candidates compete only through their choice of policy; in equilib-

rium candidates adopt the median voter’s ideal policy. If the probability of a voter becoming

informed is moderate, candidates may choose policies away from the median voter’s ideal

in order to commit to developing higher valence later on. In this way, more information

about candidate quality can lead to policy divergence. This intuition, however, breaks down

when voters are likely to become informed, in which case candidates compete strongly on

both platform selection and quality investment. When voters are perfectly informed about

quality, competition on both of these dimensions is most severe, simultaneously leading to

complete policy moderation and maximum investment in quality, maximizing voter utility.

This aspect of their results highlights a key difference between our analyses. When ex ante

identical candidates choose valence, more information incentivizes investment. This can re-

duce voter uncertainty about quality differences, which can result in policy moderation. In

our model, fundamental quality differences between candidates exist; increasing voter infor-
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mation about these differences leads to quality differentiation and therefore always leads to

extremism. In contrast to Carrillo and Castanheira (2008), we show that fully informative

campaigns do not necessarily maximize voter welfare. Our framework illustrates that the res-

olution of uncertainty concerning candidate quality strictly increases (ex ante) uncertainty

about the dependence of election outcomes on policy choices, generating policy divergence

in equilibrium, contrasting with the branch of literature where campaigns increase (rather

than reveal information about) quality.3

The main mechanism driving our results is related to probabilistic voting, where uncer-

tainty about the policy preferences of the electorate causes policy-motivated candidates to

adopt divergent platforms (e.g. Wittman 1983, Calvert 1985, Bernhardt, Duggan and Squin-

tani 2009). Aragones and Palfrey (2002) and Groseclose (2001) model probabilistic voting

when one candidate has a known quality advantage.4 Herrera, Levine and Martinelli (2008)

show that both increased political polarization and increased campaign spending may result

from increases in the volatility of voter preferences, which they model as aggregate shocks to

voter bias in favor of one party or the other. Our framework also features party uncertainty

about voter leanings on election day. However, in our analysis this uncertainty is not driven

by the parties’ uncertainty about voter policy preferences; rather, it arises because parties

are not certain how voters will perceive their candidates’ quality after additional information

is revealed during the campaign. Our analysis therefore links the political extremism that

arises to the level of informativeness of the campaign rather than to the distribution of policy

preferences of the electorate.

The theoretical result most similar to ours is found in the industrial organization, rather

3Ashworth and de Mesquita (2009) assume that candidates commit to a policy position before choosing
how much to invest in developing valence but do not analyze issues of campaign informativeness. The
choice of policy position affects the incentives for subsequent valence acquisition. Ashworth and de Mesquita
(2009) show that candidates may choose divergent policy positions in order to soften valence competition
in the second period. Eyster and Kittsteiner (2007) consider a similar tradeoff. Serra (2010) shows that
with endogenous valence candidates will be high-valence or policy will be moderate, not both. Campaign
spending in Herrera, Levine and Martinelli (2008) and Meirowitz (2008) may also be interpreted as candidate
investment in valence after committing to policy. Bernhardt, Camara and Squintani (2011) present a model
of repeated elections, where voters have information about incumbent fixed valence and endogenous policy
choices, but only know the party of challengers. There, higher-valence senior politicians are more likely
to choose extreme policies. In another dynamic election setting, Camara (2008) considers the interaction
between politician skill, policy choice and political advantage. He shows how even competent politician are
unlikely to choose policy that decreases their political advantage. Sahuguet and Persico (2006) also show that
valence differences cause policy divergence, but assume that candidates can engage in campaign spending to
increase their valence. In equilibrium, campaign spending can reduce the valence gap between the candidates
leading to more moderate policy. In this case, limits to campaign spending may increase policy divergence
by reducing the ability of candidates to use spending to overcome initial valence differences.

4In Lind and Rohner (2012), there is uncertainty about voter opinion of candidate valence when candidates
announce policy. The innovation in that model is that only some voters take into account candidate policy
choices when choosing how to vote.
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political economy, literature. Moscarini and Ottaviani (2001) show that access to pre-

purchase product information allows a consumer to better differentiate between competing

products, which reduces the intensity of price competition between firms. They show how

anti-competitive effects may dominate the information effects, and that the availability of

product information may make the representative consumer worse off. We show that similar

economic intuition applies in a setting of collective decision making and political elections,

where more informative campaigns allow voters to better differentiate candidates, which

reduces policy competition (i.e., reduces policy convergence to the median voter) and can

make voters worse off. Although both models express similar economic intuition, differences

in the application and research questions generate substantial differences between the frame-

works. In an industrial organization setting, it is natural to assume that all consumers of a

good value higher quality and lower price; in political competition, however, all voters value

higher quality but disagree about policy. When the voters collectively elect a candidate,

some voters may prefer the losing candidate. Welfare analysis is therefore significantly dif-

ferent in a political context. Related to this point, we also provide results concerning how

the welfare consequences of informativeness depend on the distribution of voter policy pref-

erences; no equivalent results are presented in the product information model with a single

representative buyer.5

3 THE MODEL

The electorate is composed of a continuum of voters. Each voter cares about both the

quality of an elected politician and the policy he implements. Quality represents an attribute

equally valued by all voters; for example, a high quality candidate may engage in less private

rent seeking while in office, may manage resources more efficiently, may be better able to

understand complex situations and react rationally under pressure, or may be better at

securing earmark funding for projects in his district. Policy, ρ, is represented by a location

on the real line, ρ ∈ R. We refer to a politician’s preferred policy as his “ideology,” denoted

ρj ∈ R. A candidate implements his ideology if elected. Voters disagree about policy, with

an individual voter’s preferred policy denoted ρi ∈ R. We therefore refer to ρi as voter i’s

ideology. When a politician with quality qw and ideology ρw wins election, voter i receives

5Other significant differences also exist. In Moscarini and Ottaviani (2001), a single buyer can purchase
at most one good, but may choose to purchase neither. In our framework, voters must elect one of the
candidates, and do not have the option of electing neither candidate. While Moscarini and Ottaviani assume
perfect negative correlation between the (binary) quality of the two goods, we assume that each candidate’s
quality is independently drawn from a continuous random variable. Thus, no strict notions of “good” and
“bad” candidates exists in our framework: no matter how low a candidate’s quality, there is a positive
probability that his opponent is worse (and a positive probability his opponent is better).
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payoff

ui = vqw − |ρw − ρi|,

where v is the weight that voters place on quality relative to policy outcomes. The distri-

bution of ideology in the electorate is described by cumulative distribution function G(ρ),

with continuous density function g(ρ). The median of the distribution is normalized to be

ρ = 0.6 For most of the analysis, we assume linear preferences over policy. This assumption

is supported by recent empirical research showing that voter behavior is consistent with

“nearly linear” policy preferences (Berinsky and Lewis 2007). Section 6 considers non-linear

preferences.

Two political parties, L and R, have preferred policy outcomes (or “party ideologies”) at

ρPL < 0 and ρPR > 0. The political parties care about policy outcomes, but do not care about

quality. Given that a candidate with ideology ρw wins election, party j ∈ {L,R} receives

uPj = −|ρw − ρPj |.
In the first stage of the election, parties simultaneously choose candidates to represent

the party in the election. Party j ∈ {L,R} chooses the ideology of its nominee, ρj ∈ R.7

Although candidate ideology is observable, both political parties and voters are uncertain

about candidate quality.8 Parties and voters believe that any nominated candidate’s quality,

denoted qj for j ∈ {L,R}, is the independent realization of a Normally distributed random

variable: qj ∼ N(µ, 1). Thus, the candidates of both parties have the same expected quality,

µ, at the time of nomination (an assumption we relax in Section 6).9

Following the nomination of candidates, but prior to voting, new information about can-

6To simplify the exposition, we also assume that this distribution has continuous support on the entire
real line, and that E[|ρ|] <∞.

7If candidates are uncertain about their qualities, then the model is equivalent to one in which candidates
commit to policy platforms prior to a campaign that reveals information about quality. Alternatively, one
may consider a citizen candidate model in which individuals choose whether to run for office with a policy
platform equal to their ideology (e.g., Besley and Coate 1997). Without explicitly solving such a model, we
expect many of the same insights to carry over from our framework. Increased campaign informativeness will
increase the ex ante probability that more extreme candidates can win election, and as a result, we expect
additional equilibria to arise in a citizen candidate model in which more extreme candidates decide to run.

8This is consistent with Carrillo and Castanheira (2008), Ashworth and de Mesquita (2009) and Serra
(2010). Carrillo and Castanheira (2008) argue that the assumption is a good approximatation for reality
since there is much more uncertainty about candidate quality than about their ideology.

9Our analysis is consistent with a simple candidate recruitment and vetting process in which parties
choose the nominee from an interval of “qualified” candidates, (at least) one for each possible ideology
in [0, δPj ], each of whom is known to have quality distributed according to N(µ, 1). The recruitment and
vetting process of our paper does not completely resolve uncertainty about candidate quality. Furthermore,
any information about candidate qualification that parties observe during nomination and vetting will also
be observed by voters; thus, after the nomination stage voters and parties beliefs about candidate quality are
identical. In this case, the choice of candidate ideology does not signal parties’ private information to voters.
A more detailed model of the recruitment and vetting process may allow party search, private information
and signaling, and a more complex tradeoff between a nominee’s expected quality and his ideology.
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didate quality is revealed through a campaign. During the campaign, candidates engage

in debates, town hall meetings, and media interviews. Voters observe how campaigns are

managed, and investigative reporting may provide voters with additional details about can-

didate backgrounds. All of these help voters assess candidate quality. To model this process,

we assume that in the second stage of the election voters observe a public signal about

candidate quality. For each candidate j, voters observe a public draw sj from a Normal

distribution centered around the candidate’s true quality; sj is the realization of a random

variable Sj ∼ N(qj, σ
2
j ). The higher is σj, the less informative is the signal about candidate

j’s quality; σj →∞ represents a perfectly uninformative signal which does not alter voters’

posterior beliefs about candidate quality. Conversely, low values of σj, imply that the signal

is very informative about candidate quality; if σj = 0 the signal perfectly reveals quality.

The analysis models information revelation during a campaign as a single, independent

realization of a Normal random variable continuously distributed around a candidate’s true

quality. A more informative campaign is modeled as a signal with lower variance, σj. Alter-

natively, we could hold signal informativeness σj constant, and model the informativeness of

a campaign as the number of signal realizations produced. For example, each debate may

produce a draw from random variable N(qj, σ
2
j ). Increasing the number of debates increases

the number of draws observed by voters. In that case, a more informative campaign would

be modeled by a greater number of draws from the distribution. All of our qualitative results

continue to hold under this alternative specification, which is formally equivalent to ours. In

Section 6, we consider a more general information structure.

In the third stage of the game, the election takes place. Because we focus on an electorate

composed of a continuum of voters, no unilateral deviation by a voter can change the election

outcome. However, in our setting, if there were any chance that a voter were pivotal, every

voter’s ballot would express his or her true preference. We therefore focus on the equilibrium

in which voters cast their ballots for the candidate that they believe offers them a higher

expected payoff if elected. The winner of the election is decided by majority rule.

We solve for the Perfect Bayesian Equilibrium strategies of the election game described

above.10

In this game, nominating a candidate whose ideology is more extreme than the party

ideal or is on the opposite side of the median voter is a strictly dominated strategy for

10Following the realization of campaign signals SL and SR, voters update their beliefs about candidate
quality given Bayes’ rule and the priors. Their equilibrium voting strategy depends on these updated beliefs.
Therefore, the setting is a dynamic game of incomplete (but symmetric) information. Because of this, the
appropriate solution concept is Perfect Bayesian Equilibria. Note however, that because no information
asymmtery exists, no signalling takes place. While a Perfect Bayesian Equilibrium solution formally requires
the derivation of equilibrium beliefs, we generally abstract from formally stating beliefs, and focus on the
equilibrium strategies.
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parties. Party j will therefore nominate a candidate such that 0 ≤ |ρj| ≤ |ρPj |, with party

L’s candidate to the left of the median ideology (zero) and part R’s candidate to the right.

Define parameter δPj ≡ |ρPj |, representing the distance between the ideology of party j and

the median voter’s ideology, and δj ≡ |ρj|, representing the distance between candidate j’s

ideology and the median voter’s ideology. With this notation, δj corresponds to party j’s

level of extremism. We make the following assumption about party ideology:

(A1) min{δPL , δPR} >
v
√
π

2
,

where π is the mathematical constant. A1 guarantees that party ideology is always suffi-

ciently extreme that parties choose to nominate candidates more moderate than the party

ideal. Relaxing this assumption does not change the qualitative results, though it does soften

them. Because parties never nominate candidates more extreme than the party ideology, the

consequence of relaxing the assumption is a potentially binding upper bound on policy di-

vergence. When the upper bound binds, additional campaign information does not increase

extremism. Thus, once informativeness is sufficiently high that the cap binds, additional

information only benefits voters. The range of parameter values for which informativeness

hurts voters is therefore smaller when A1 is violated, though intermediate levels of campaign

informativeness may be optimal, even in this case. We maintain this assumption throughout

the analysis.

3.1 PRELIMINARIES

Focus on the median voter. Voters differ only in their ideology, which is defined along a

one dimensional policy space, and they share common preferences over candidate quality. On

election day every voter casts a ballot for the candidate that offers him the highest expected

individual payoff if elected. Therefore, if the voter at position ρ̂ is indifferent between the

candidates, all voters to the right of ρ̂ vote for one of the candidates, and all voters to the

left of ρ̂ vote for the other candidate. In light of this, the candidate preferred by the median

voter (with ρi = 0) will win the election.11

Probability of election win. Candidate L defeats candidate R if he is preferred by

the median voter following the campaign. That is, if

vE[qL|sL]− |ρL − ρM | > vE[qR|sR]− |ρR − ρM |,
11If the median voter is indifferent between the two candidates, each wins with equal probability. This

can happen in equilibrium only when σL = σR →∞.
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where ρM is the ideology of the median voter and (sL, sR) represent the realizations of the

campaign signals. Because ρM = 0, this condition becomes

(1) E[qL|sL]− E[qR|sR] >
δL − δR

v
.

The left hand side represents the difference in expected candidate quality following the

campaign stage. A positive value means that candidate L has higher expected quality than

candidate R. The right hand side represents differences in ideology, and positive values

mean candidate L is more extreme than candidate R. For L to win, the quality benefit he

is expected to provide must dominate any policy disadvantage. Given that the campaign

signals are stochastic, neither party can choose ideology to guarantee that inequality (1)

holds or fails to hold. Therefore, the probability L wins election equals the probability (1)

is satisfied given (δL, δR).

It is straightforward to calculate this probability given the information structure (we

present this calculation in the Appendix). Throughout, functions Φ(·) and φ(·) respectively

represent the cumulative distribution and probability density functions of the standard Nor-

mal random variableN(0, 1). The probability that each candidate wins election given (δL, δR)

is

Pr(j wins|δj, δk) = 1− Φ

(
δj − δk
vα

)
= Φ

(
δk − δj
vα

)
,

where

α ≡

√
1

1 + σ2
L

+
1

1 + σ2
R

.

Parameter α is a measure of the overall level of campaign informativeness. It depends only

on the standard deviation of the campaign signals, σL and σR, and is strictly increasing

as voters observe more-accurate signals about either candidate’s quality (i.e., as either σj

decreases). When both campaigns are fully informative (i.e., when σL = σR = 0), α takes

on its maximum value at α =
√

2. When both campaigns are fully uninformative (i.e., when

σL = σR →∞), α takes on its minimum value at α = 0. Party j’s probability of winning is

decreasing in its own level of extremism and increasing in its opponent’s level of extremism.

4 EFFECTS OF CAMPAIGNS ON CANDIDATE IDEOLOGY

In this section, we present our first main result: more informative campaigns result in the

nomination of more extreme candidates. In equilibrium, party j’s chosen level of extremism,

δj, must maximize its expected payoff given the other party’s δk. The expected payoff to
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party j given policy divergences (δj, δk) is

(2)

E[uPj (δj, δk)] = −|δP − δj|Φ(
δk−δj
vα

)− |δPj + δk|(1− Φ(
δk−δj
vα

))

= −δPj + Φ
(
δk−δj
vα

)
δj −

(
1− Φ

(
δk−δj
vα

))
δk

= −δPj − δk + Φ
(
δk−δj
vα

)
(δj + δk).

The derivative of this function is given by the following:

∂E[uPj (δj, δk)]

∂δj
= Φ(

δk − δj
αv

)− (δj + δk)φ(
δk − δj
αv

)
1

αv
.

This expression illustrates the tradeoff inherent in a party’s choice of ideology. If the party

nominates a marginally more extreme candidate, then it experiences a marginal policy benefit

whenever its candidate wins election. This benefit is reflected in the first term. However,

nominating a more extreme candidate so also reduces the probability the party wins the

election, a cost reflected in the second term.

In equilibrium, each party chooses a level of extremism δj in which the marginal benefits

of nominating a more or less extreme candidate equal the marginal costs of doing so, given

the equilibrium nomination strategy of the other party. The first lemma summarizes the

unique equilibrium policy choice.

Lemma 1 (Equilibrium Extremism) In the unique equilibrium of the election game, the

two parties nominate equally extreme candidates: δL = δR = δ∗, where

δ∗ ≡ v
√

2π

4
α.

The higher is δ∗, the more divergent are the ideologies of both candidates, and the

more extreme they are compared to the preferences of the median voter. Unsurprisingly,

equilibrium policy divergence δ∗ is increasing in v. Higher v means voters care less about

candidate ideology relative to candidate quality. Thus, when v is high the marginal cost of

increasing extremism (in terms of a reduction in the probability of being elected) is smaller,

leading to greater policy extremism in equilibrium.

Our first main result describes the relationship between equilibrium extremism and cam-

paign informativeness: δ∗ is strictly increasing in α. The more informative are campaigns,

the more divergent are the ideologies of the nominated candidates.
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Proposition 1 (Informativeness and Extremism)

• In equilibrium, when either campaign becomes more informative, both parties nominate

candidates with more extreme ideology.

• Candidate ideology converges to the median voter only when both campaigns are com-

pletely uninformative.

When both campaigns are completely uninformative, the candidates remain indistinguishable

on the quality dimension following the campaign. In this case, the more-moderate candidate

always wins, and party competition to nominate the more-moderate candidate results in

nominees who share the same ideology as the median voter. On the other hand, when

campaigns reveal information about candidate quality, then the more moderate candidate

is not guaranteed to win the election. The parties recognize that campaigns will expose

differences in expected candidate quality, and that a more extreme candidate may still win

election if the campaign reveals him to be of sufficiently high expected quality to overcome

his policy disadvantage. Parties react to the anticipated revelation of information about

quality by nominating more-extreme candidates in the first stage. Thus, in equilibrium,

informative campaigns undermine the incentive for parties to moderate the ideology of their

nominees, resulting in greater policy extremism in equilibrium.

5 VOTER WELFARE

Since more informative campaigns result in both better informed voters and more extreme

candidates, it is not initially clear whether voters benefit from more information. Continuing

the analysis from the previous section, we show that the downsides of more information may

dominate its benefits, and voters may be worse off when campaigns are more informative.

Total voter welfare is measured as the utilitarian sum of voter payoffs. Given that a

politician with ideology ρw and quality qw wins election, welfare equals

W (ρw, qw) = vqw − L(ρw),

where

L(ρw) =

∫ ∞
−∞

g(ρi)|ρw − ρi|dρi

is the average voter utility loss due to divergence between an election winner’s ideology and

the preferred ideologies of the individual voters. The expression for L(ρw) may be rewritten:

L(ρw) = (2G(ρw)− 1)ρw −
∫ ρw

−∞
g(ρi)ρidρi +

∫ ∞
ρw

g(ρi)ρidρi.
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Therefore,

(3)
∂L(ρw)

∂ρw
= 2G(ρw)− 1.

As is evident from equation (3), the voter welfare loss associated with election winner ideology

is minimized when G(ρw) = 1
2
. That is, when the election winner ideology equals that of the

median voter, ρw = ρM = 0. As the distance between ρw and ρM = 0 increases, the welfare

loss associated with winner ideology increases.

Although the welfare cost of extremism is smallest when candidates share the ideology

of the median voter, such candidates are only nominated in equilibrium if campaigns are

completely uninformative. Whenever α > 0, candidate ideology diverges from the median

voter’s ideology, with this distance increasing as either campaign becomes more informative.

Therefore, the policy divergence caused by informative campaigns imposes a cost on voters.

At the same time that an informative campaign causes divergence in candidate ideology,

damaging voter welfare, it also results in voters being more informed about candidate qual-

ity, reducing uncertainty and improving voter welfare. Because in equilibrium both parties

choose equally extreme candidates, i.e., δR = δL = δ∗, in equilibrium voters elect the candi-

date who has the higher expected quality following the realization of the campaign signals.

The election winner is the candidate whose posterior quality distribution has the higher

mean. When campaign informativeness is α the expected quality of the election winner

simplifies to the following (see the calculation in the Appendix):

E[qw] = µ+
α√
2π

.

The expected quality of the election winner is strictly increasing in overall campaign in-

formativeness, α, and is therefore also increasing in the informativeness of the individual

campaigns.

Increases in campaign informativeness therefore have two confounding effects: the ex-

pected quality of the election winner increases, benefitting voters, and parties nominate

candidates with more-extreme ideologies, hurting voters. To understand the interaction of

these effects, we write expected aggregate equilibrium welfare as a function of α:

EW (α) = v(µ+
α√
2π

)− 1

2
(L(δ∗) + L(−δ∗)),
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where δ∗ depends on α. Expected voter welfare is decreasing in α if and only if

(4) G(δ∗)−G(−δ∗) ≥ 2

π
,

and increasing in α if and only if (4) holds with the opposite inequality. The inequality says

that more informative campaigns decrease voter welfare when a sufficient portion of the elec-

torate has more moderate ideology than the candidates who are nominated in equilibrium.

This result is quite intuitive. While a small enough increase in campaign informativeness

increases extremism, the increased extremism does not impose a welfare cost on a voter

with ideology outside of the interval (−δ∗, δ∗). While one candidate moves away from the

voter’s ideology, the other candidate moves closer to it. Because each candidate is equally

likely to win election in equilibrium, these effects offset. Thus voters with relatively extreme

ideologies only benefit from increased campaign informativeness, as it allows them to select

higher quality candidates. However, voters with ideology inside [−δ∗, δ∗] are “doubly” hurt

by an increase in extremism, as the ideology of each candidate moves away from these voters’

preferred positions. If the mass of voters in this interval is relatively high, then the welfare

cost of extremism on moderate voters dominates the informational benefits for all voters.

Because of the confounding effects, the relationship between campaign informativeness

and voter welfare may be non-monotonic. At α = 0, both candidates moderate perfectly,

δ∗ = 0, so condition (4) fails to hold; starting from an uninformative campaign, a marginal

increase in informativeness always improves the welfare of the electorate. Fully-informative

campaigns, α =
√

2 satisfy condition (4) provided

(5) G(
v
√
π

2
)−G(−v

√
π

2
) >

2

π
.

Whenever condition (5) holds, an interior value α̃ ∈ (0,
√

2) satisfies inequality (4) with

equality. For all α > α̃, inequality (4) holds with strict inequality, and increases in campaign

informativeness reduce electorate welfare; for α < α̃, increases in campaign informativeness

increase electorate welfare. These observations bring us to the second proposition.

Proposition 2 (Informativeness and Voter Welfare) If (i) voters put sufficient value

on politician quality (v is sufficiently high) or (ii) the distribution of voter preferences is

sufficiently concentrated around the median voter, then a threshold α̃ ∈ (0,
√

2) exists, such

that voter welfare is strictly increasing in campaign informativeness for α < α̃ and is strictly

decreasing in campaign informativeness for α > α̃.

When either condition in Proposition 2 is satisfied, voter welfare is maximized when cam-

paigns are less-than-fully informative. Otherwise, fully informative campaigns are optimal.
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The two conditions stated in the proposition are consequences of (5). Observe that (5) will

certainly hold whenever v, the parameter representing how much voters care about quality,

is large enough, resulting in case (i) of the proposition. The more importance voters ascribe

to politician quality relative to ideology, the less a candidate’s probability of winning de-

pends on his or her ideology. Parties respond by nominating candidates with more extreme

ideologies. Thus, for any α, a larger v means that a larger portion of the population is

more moderate than the candidates. Thus larger v increases the left hand side of (5), and a

sufficiently large v always ensures that the equation is satisfied. Condition (ii) refers to how

“condensed” the distribution of voter ideology is around the ideology of the median voter.

The more condensed the distribution of voter ideology is around the median, the larger is

G(δ∗)−G(−δ∗). If voter ideology is Normally distributed, for example, then a lower-variance

distribution corresponds to a larger share of the population with more moderate ideology

than the candidates. In this case, candidate extremism imposes a welfare cost on a larger

portion of the electorate; if enough voters bear this cost, overall welfare is hurt.

An interesting related result involves the relationship between the welfare maximizing

level of campaign informativeness and v, the parameter representing how much voters care

about politician qualifications.

Proposition 3 (Value For Quality and Optimal Informativeness) If voter welfare is

maximized by less-than-fully informative campaigns, then the welfare maximizing level of

campaign informativeness is decreasing in v.

The result is paradoxical. When voters care more about electing high quality candidates,

they are better off when the campaign reveals less about candidate quality. As the intensity

of voter preferences for quality increases, the optimal level of campaign informativeness

decreases, even though less informative campaigns make it less likely that voters elect the

higher quality candidate. This is because any increase in α has a larger impact on δ∗ when

v is high compared to when v is low. Higher v means candidate ideology is more sensitive to

changes in campaign informativeness. As a result, the welfare-maximizing level of campaign

informativeness decreases as v increases.12

6 ALTERNATIVE ASSUMPTIONS

The above analysis relies on a stylized model which focuses on developing intuition for our

main result and highlighting our contribution to the literature. As always, a variety of

12It is important to point out, that this result is true for increases in v that do not violate A1, which we
assume throughout.
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alternative assumptions may have been used. Here, we discuss three of the more interest-

ing alternatives in an effort to further develop intuition regarding which assumptions are

responsible for our results.

6.1 CONCAVE POLICY PREFERENCES

In Sections 3, 4, and 5 we focus on linear policy preferences for voters: when a candidate who

doesn’t share her ideology is elected, the voter’s loss (on the policy dimension) is the absolute

value of the difference between her and the candidate’s ideal points. This preference structure

is analytically convenient; it is also consistent with recent empirical research showing that

voter behavior is best explained by “nearly linear” policy preferences (Berinsky and Lewis

2007). However, because a strictly concave policy preference is often encountered in the

literature, in this section we incorporate this feature into the analysis.

Imagine that a voter’s loss from the policy difference between him and the winning

candidate is equal to the absolute value of the difference in ideologies, raised to power β > 1.

In this case, when a candidate of quality qw and ideology ρw wins election, the payoff of a

voter with ideology ρi is equal to the following:

ui = vqw − |ρw − ρi|β.

Parameter β > 1 represents the degree of concavity of voter preferences; larger values of

β generate preferences functions that are more concave. Party preferences are linear, as

in Section 3.13 To simplify the exposition in this section, we focus on an electorate with

Normally distributed ideology, ρi ∼ N(0, s2), though the results in the Appendix apply

more broadly. The following proposition summarizes the results.

Proposition 4 (Information and Extremism with Non Linear Preferences) For any

β > 1, parties nominate candidates of identical extremism, and the extremism of both can-

didates increases as either campaign becomes more informative. The impact of campaign

informativeness on social welfare depends on β:

• When β < π/2, an increase in campaign informativeness decreases voter welfare if and

only if the electorate is sufficiently moderate (the variance of voter preferences, s2, is

sufficiently small).

• When π/2 ≤ β ≤ 2, there does not exist a distribution of voter preferences such that

increased campaign informativeness decreases voter welfare.

13Although the body of the paper focuses on voter preference concavity, the Appendix also extends our
results to the case of quadratic party preferences, showing that an electorate sufficiently concentrated around
the median voter is hurt by increases in campaign informativeness.
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• When β > 2, an increase in campaign informativeness decreases voter welfare if and

only if the electorate is sufficiently extreme (the variance of voter preferences, s2, is

sufficiently large).

This proposition extends the result of Proposition 1 to the current setting. The extension

is not surprising; as in the linear case, information arriving during the campaign weakens the

connection between a candidate’s ideology and the probability of election win. Competition

over policy is softened, generating equilibrium extremism.

With concave voter preferences, the results for voter welfare are more subtle. To under-

stand these results, consider the way that a marginal increase in extremism affects voters

with different policy preferences. Imagine that the level of extremism of both candidates is δ.

Because candidates are symmetric, each is equally likely to win election; from the perspective

of a voter, the election can be viewed as a fair lottery over ideologies {δ,−δ}. Whenever

β > 1, an increase in candidates’ extremism hurts the welfare of all voters in the electorate.

As in the case of β = 1, voters who are more moderate than the candidates, |ρi| < δ, are

hurt because both candidates move further away from the voters’ ideal points. Unlike the

case of β = 1, voters who are more extreme than the candidates, |ρi| > δ, are also hurt by

an increase in extremism: while their preferred candidate moves closer to their ideal point

the opposing candidate moves further away. For β = 1 these two effects completely offset;

for β > 1, however, the loss imposed by the opposing candidate moving away dominates the

gain generated by the preferred candidate moving closer, resulting in a net loss of welfare.

While all voters are hurt by an increase in extremism, some voters may be hurt more

than others. For β < 2, the damage associated with a marginal increase in extremism is

decreasing in |ρ|. Therefore, a voter with moderate ideology (a smaller value of |ρ|) suffers

more from a marginal increase in extremism than a voter with extreme ideology (a larger

value of |ρ|). In these cases increases in candidate extremism are most damaging to voter

welfare when a large portion of the electorate has ideology close to the median. For β > 2,

the damage associated with a marginal increase in extremism is increasing in |ρ|, and is

unbounded as |ρ| → ∞. In these cases increases in extremism are most damaging to the

welfare of the electorate when a large portion of voters has extreme ideologies. When β = 2

the marginal impact of increased extremism is identical for every voter in the electorate.

These observations provide insight into the welfare results of Proposition 4. For both the

first and second parts of this proposition, a moderate electorate is most damaged by increased

extremism. If equilibrium extremism grows quickly as overall campaign informativeness in-

creases, the welfare of the moderate part of the electorate will be sufficiently damaged by the

increase in extremism to dominate the benefits of additional information. This effect arises

when voter preferences are “close to linear,” 1 < β < π/2. When voter preferences are more
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concave, π/2 < β ≤ 2, extremism does not grow quickly enough as informativeness increases

to damage the electorate in aggregate. When β > 2, however, voters with ideologies in the

tails of the distribution are most damaged by marginal increases in candidate extremism,

and this damage grows without bound as the voter’s ideology becomes more extreme. In this

case, the damage to total welfare can be arbitrarily large, provided that a sufficient portion

of the electorate has ideologies in the tails of the distribution. If the Normal distribution of

voter preferences has a large variance, the welfare cost of policy extremism dominates the

benefits.

6.2 ASYMMETRIC EXPECTED QUALITY

Our analysis focuses on the case in which parties and their potential pool of candidates are

ex ante undifferentiated: the initial expected quality of the candidate nominated by either

party is identical. This is a natural assumption, and we see no reason that the distribution

of candidate quality should differ by party. Under an alternative interpretation of our model,

however, the parties are actually two competing, policy-motivated candidates on opposite

sides of the median voter who commit to their own policy platforms at the beginning of their

campaigns. In this case, it is perfectly reasonable to assume that the two candidates have

ex ante differences in expected quality.

In the Appendix, we show that the results extend in a natural way when the difference in

expected candidate quality is not too pronounced. In equilibrium, the party whose candidate

is expected to be higher quality capitalizes on its advantage by nominating a more extreme

candidate than in the symmetric equilibrium, and the initially disadvantaged party chooses

a more moderate ideology. When the difference in prior qualities is not too large, even the

(moderately) disadvantaged party does not converge to the ideology of the median voter. Just

as in the symmetric case, if the distribution of voter tastes is sufficiently concentrated about

the median, then increasing the informativeness of campaign signals decreases aggregate

voter welfare.

6.3 GENERAL INFORMATION STRUCTURE

Throughout the paper, we assume that candidate quality is distributed according to N(µ, 1),

and that voters observe realizations of informative signals distributed around the candidates’

true quality according to N(qj, σ
2
j ). The use of Normal distributions is helpful for the anal-

ysis, as it allows us to clearly formulate a measure of overall campaign informativeness, α,

and to maintain tractability through the analysis of policy outcomes and voter welfare. In

this section, we revisit the link between campaign informativeness and extremism in a more
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general information structure.

Imagine an information structure in which candidate qualities are distributed according

to identical prior distributions, and campaigns generate realizations of signals SL and SR,

random variables whose distributions are conditional on candidate quality. In this case,

a realization of Sj, denoted sj, would (in equilibrium) convey information to voters about

candidate quality, causing voters to update their prior distribution to a posterior distribution.

Given signal realization sj, the expected quality of candidate j is just the mean of the

posterior distribution, E(qj|sj). Because sj is random, before it is realized (at the nomination

stage) this posterior mean is itself a random variable E(qj|Sj). The difference of posterior

means E(qL|SL) − E(qR|SR) is therefore also a random variable Q̂, which we sometimes

refer to as the posterior mean quality difference, or just the quality difference. Throughout,

we assume that random variable Q̂ is distributed according to differentiable cumulative

distribution function H(·), with associated density h(·) supported on an interval I, or on

the real line. In this section, we also maintain the following assumptions about this random

variable:

(A2) Q̂ is symmetric: h(−x) = h(x), or equivalently, 1−H(x) = H(−x), for any x ∈ I.

(A3) The reverse hazard rate h(x)/H(x) is strictly decreasing for x ∈ I.

(A2) rules out biases in the information generation process which may favor one candidate

over another. Note that the assumption of identical priors for qL and qR guarantees that

the expected posterior mean quality difference is zero, E[Q̂] = 0; however, this alone is

not enough to ensure neutrality in information production. For example, if we imagine

that voters learn about candidate quality from a single political debate, a biased moderator

could potentially ask questions or format the debate in a way that affects the shape (for

example, the skew) of the distribution of the quality difference, while maintaining a mean

of zero. A moderator sympathetic to party L could manipulate the debate to generate a

quality difference random variable with a negative median and a zero mean, guaranteeing

that H(0) > 1/2. In this case, the posterior mean quality difference is more likely to be

positive than negative, and candidate L is more likely to emerge from the debate with a

higher expected quality. Extending this idea, the biased moderator could ensure that the

posterior mean quality difference favors L by at least specified level d > 0 with higher

probability than it favors party R:

Pr(Q̂ ≥ d) > Pr(Q̂ ≤ −d)⇔ 1−H(d) > H(−d).

(A2) rules out this type of manipulation, requiring that the probability that the quality
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difference favors L by at least d is identical to the probability that the quality difference

favors party R by at least d: 1−H(d) = H(−d).

(A3) requires that the cumulative distribution function H(·) is log-concave.14 In the

analysis, (A3) is connected to second order conditions of the parties’ problem, guaranteeing

that if a stationary point of the party payoff function exists, it is a unique global maximum.

As in Section 3, we introduce an assumption on party ideology that ensures that equilib-

rium candidate ideology is less extreme than the party ideal, an analogue of (A1).

(A1’) min{δPL , δPR} >
v

4h(0)
.

As in the previous section, if this assumption is violated parties may nominate candidates

that share their own ideology, the highest extremism that could arise in equilibrium. We are

now ready to state the first result of this section, which characterizes equilibrium extremism

in the extended model.

Lemma 2 (Equilibrium Extemism, General Structure) Under (A1’), (A2) and (A3),

a unique equilibrium exists. The equilibrium is symmetric, δL = δR = δ̄, where

δ̄ ≡ v

4h(0)
.

Lemma 2 is a direct generalization of Lemma 1, characterizing the unique equilibrium level

of ideological extremism in the extended model. In order to use Lemma 2 to analyze the

link between the accuracy of campaign information and ideological extremism, we use the

rotation order of Johnson and Myatt (2006) to rank the informativeness associated with

campaign signals.15

Rotation Order. Function Fa(·) is flatter in the rotation order than function Fb(·) on

interval [x, x] if there exists a rotation point x† ∈ [x, x] such that

∀x ∈ [x, x], x T x† ⇔ Fb(x) T Fa(x).

Ranking in the rotation order is a single-crossing condition, guaranteeing that the ranked

functions cross only once over the interval, at the point of rotation. The rotation order also

implies a relationship between the derivatives at the point of rotation: if Fa(·) is flatter in

the rotation order than Fb(·), then F ′a(x
†) ≤ F ′b(x

†). These could, however, be equal.

14For information on log-concavity, see Bagnoli and Bergstrom (2005).
15A similar construction to the one we use appears in Shi (2012), Ivanov (2013) and the 2007 working

paper version of Ganuza and Penalva (2010).
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Strong Rotation Order. If function Fa(·) is flatter than Fb(·) in the rotation order on

[x, x], with rotation point x†, then Fa(·) is flatter in the strong rotation order whenever

F ′a(x
†) < F ′b(x

†).

Next, we use the rotation order to rank the precision of campaign signals, using the ap-

proach of Ganuza and Penalva (2010). For the rest of this section of the paper, consider a

pair of posterior mean quality difference random variables, {Q̂i} for i ∈ {α, β}, satisfying as-

sumptions (A2) and (A3), each with differentiable distribution function Hi(·) and associated

density hi(·), defined over supports Ii ≡ [q
i
, qi]. The signal structure generating posterior

mean quality difference random variable Q̂i is referred to as signal structure i.

(Strong) RO-precision. Signal structure α is (strongly) more RO-precise than signal

structure β if cumulative distribution function Hα(·) is flatter than Hβ(·) in the (strong)

rotation order on Ib.

If signal structures can be ranked by RO-precision, (A2) guarantees that the rotation point

must be zero. Furthermore, because E[Q̂α] = E[Q̂β] = 0, ranking signal structures in the ro-

tation order implies a ranking of posterior mean random variables by second order stochastic

dominance.16 Specifically, if signal structure α is more RO-precise than β, then Q̂β second

order stochastic dominates Q̂α. This relationship between RO-precision and second order

stochastic dominance allows us to apply the integral precision criterion of Ganuza and Pe-

nalva (2010). The intuitive idea of this precision criterion is that “if the informational content

of a signal is low, conditional expectations are concentrated around the expected value of

the prior. When the informational content is high, conditional expectations depend, to a

large extent, on the realization of the signal, which increases their variability.”17 Applied to

our setting, this criterion states that signal structure α has greater integral precision than

signal structure β if and only if Q̂β second order stochastic dominates Q̂α—in this formal

sense Q̂α has greater “variability” than Q̂β. Therefore, an RO-precision ranking implies a

ranking by integral precision.

In Section 4 we established that in the standard Normal information structure, reduc-

tions in the variance of campaign signals introduce two competing effects: they increase

the expected quality of the election winner and increase the equilibrium level of ideological

16This is simple to see using the integral condition for Second Order Stochastic Dominance. See also Shi
(2012).

17See p.1008 of Ganuza and Penalva (2010).
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extremism. The next proposition demonstrates that a similar tradeoff arises in the more

general framework of this section.

Proposition 5 (Information and Extremism, General Structure) Consider signal

structures α, β such that Q̂α and Q̂β satisfy the assumptions of this section of the paper, and

assume (A1’). If signal structure α is more RO-precise than signal structure β then

• The equilibrium expected quality of the election winner is strictly higher with signal

structure α than with signal structure β.

• Equilibrium extremism is at least as high with signal structure α as with signal structure

β. Equilibrium extremism is strictly higher whenever α is strongly more RO-precise.

Thus, an increase in (strong) RO-precision of the signal structure leads voters to make better-

informed election day decisions, increasing the expected quality of the election winner; at the

same time, it (strictly) weakly increases the ideological extremism of nominated candidates.

Thus, the central tradeoff associated with increases in campaign signal informativeness is

also relevant in the extended model.

7 CONCLUSIONS

The paper’s contribution centers around two main results. First, we show that as campaigns

become more informative about candidate quality parties nominate more extreme candi-

dates. The additional information about candidate quality that arrives during a campaign

weakens the link between a candidate’s ideology and his election chances, softening the in-

centive to moderate policy platforms. More-informative campaigns lead to elected officials

being both higher expected quality and more extreme. Second, we show that, from an ex

ante perspective, the expected costs of campaign informativeness may dominate the benefits:

although increasing informativeness supplies voters with better information about realized

candidate quality, the increase in candidate extremism dominates this advantage. Conse-

quently, if the distribution of voter preferences is sufficiently concentrated around the median

voter, the ex ante welfare maximizing campaign signal is less than fully informative about

quality. When the electorate is sufficiently extreme, fully informative campaigns are best.

Completely uninformative campaigns are never optimal, despite the perfect moderation that

arises.

The results suggest that seemingly beneficial increases in the number of debates or ex-

panded media coverage may have unintended welfare consequences. Our results also offer a

novel contribution to the debate regarding campaign finance reform. Political contribution
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limits and campaign spending caps are often viewed by supporters as a means of reduc-

ing politician reliance on private money for running campaigns, mitigating distortions in

the political process. Opponents argue that these limits potentially reduce voter exposure

to information, which—according to the conventional wisdom—hurts voter welfare. Our

analysis suggests that exposure to less information may not be as detrimental to voters as

intuition suggests. Although it leads to a less informed electorate, it also encourages pol-

icy moderation. The benefits of policy moderation may be dominant, leaving voters better

off. Contribution limits and spending caps may benefit voters precisely because they reduce

information.

In our model, campaigns provide information about quality. If the campaigns alterna-

tively produced information about candidate ideology, then additional information may lead

to the equilibrium selection of less extreme candidates. More information leads to increased

extremism only in as much as it reduces uncertainty about a candidate characteristic orthog-

onal to ideology. Additionally, our analysis treats campaign informativeness as exogenous,

and does not model the politics behind candidate nomination. One could imagine a model

of endogenous campaign informativeness in which parties select campaign informativeness

directly, or one in which campaign informativeness is determined by a strategic media, in

response to party actions. We leave these interesting considerations to future research.

Political polarization has risen substantially in America since the early 1970s (McCarty,

Poole and Rosenthal 2006). In a recent telephone poll conducted by USA Today and the

Bipartisan Policy Center (February 2013), the majority of Americans agree that “Ameri-

can politics has become more divided in recent years” because “both parties have changed:

Democrats [have become] more liberal and Republicans more conservative,” and that this

“deeper division is a bad thing.”18 Our analysis establishes a link between increases in

voter information and increases in the extremism of political candidates and elected offi-

cials. We do not claim that change in voter information is the only relevant factor driving

increased polarization. We do show, however, that changes in voter exposure to information

(through changes in media coverage, the internet, and debate formats) may have important

implications for candidate extremism, which could contribute to political polarization more

generally. A detailed empirical study may give better insight into the relative importance of

this effect.

18See “Political Partisanship Mirrors Public,” published in USA Today, available at
http://usat.ly/WtxQie. It is interesting to note that the majority believes that “the divisions between
the political parties in Washington doesn’t mean there are deep divisions among everyday Americans.”
This suggests that the increased division in Washington is not driven by increased division amongst the
electorate, but may be driven by other factors.
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8 APPENDIX

8.1 PROOF OF LEMMA 1

The body of the paper establishes that candidate L wins election if following the realization of

campaign signals sL and sR, inequality (1) in the body of the paper [i.e., E[qL|sL]−E[qR|sR] >

(δL − δR)/v] is satisfied. Each party chooses its respective δj to maximize the probability it

wins the election given the choice of δk by the other party. We must therefore determine the

probability (1) is satisfied given any choice of δL and δR.

First consider E[qj|sj]. Given that qj ∼ N(µ, 1) and Sj|qj ∼ N(qj, σ
2
j ), the posterior

belief regarding qj given a particular signal realization sj is as follows:

qj|Sj = sj ∼ N

(
sj + µσ2

j

1 + σ2
j

,
σ2
j

1 + σ2
j

)
.

Therefore, expected candidate quality given signal realization si is just the mean of this

distribution.

E[qj|sj] =
sj + µσ2

j

1 + σ2
j

,

and E[qL|sL]− E[qR|sR] > (δL − δR)/v may be rewritten

(6)
sL + µσ2

L

1 + σ2
L

− sR + µσ2
R

1 + σ2
R

>
δL − δR

v
.

Given the information structure, it is simple to calculate the unconditional distribution of

the campaign signal Sj.

qj ∼ N(µ, 1) and Sj|qj ∼ N(qj, σ
2
j )⇒ Sj ∼ N(µ, 1 + σ2

j )

We use this to find the distribution of the posterior mean of candidate quality:

Sj ∼ N(µ, 1 + σ2
j )⇒

Sj + µσ2
j

1 + σ2
j

∼ N(µ,
1

1 + σ2
j

)

From here we find the distribution of the left hand side of (6):

sL + µσ2
L

1 + σ2
L

− sR + µσ2
R

1 + σ2
R

∼ N(0, α2)
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where

α ≡

√
1

1 + σ2
L

+
1

1 + σ2
R

.

Therefore, if Φ(·) is the cdf of theN(0, 1) distribution, then E[qL|sL]−E[qR|sR] > (δL − δR)/v

is satisfied with probability Φ((δL − δR)/(vα)).

This means that the expected payoff to party j given δj, δk is given by (2) in the body of

the paper. The derivative of party j’s expected utility with respect to δj is

∂EuPj
∂δj

= Φ(
δk − δj
αv

)− (δj + δk)φ(
δk − δj
αv

)
1

αv

This expression implies the following condition:

(7)
∂EuPj
∂δj

T 0 ⇐⇒
φ(

δk−δj
αv

)

Φ(
δk−δj
αv

)
S

αv

δk + δj

Because the Normal CDF is log-concave (Bagnoli and Bergstrom 2005), function φ(·)/Φ(·)
is decreasing. Meanwhile, the argument of this function (δk − δj)/(αv) is decreasing in δj.

Hence, the left hand side of the inequality in (7) is a strictly increasing function of δj. The

right hand side of the inequality in (7) is strictly decreasing in δj. Thus, for any value of

δk, (7) can hold as an equality for at most one value of δj: at most one critical point of the

party payoff function exists. Furthermore, if (7) does hold with equality for some value of

δj, it must be that the function on the left hand side of (7) intersects the function on the

right hand side from below. Therefore an intersection defines a local maximum of party j’s

expected payoff. Because this local maximum is the unique critical point of the party payoff

function, it must be a global maximum. Thus, if (7) holds with equality for some value

δj ∈ [0, δPj ], this equality defines party j’s best response to δk.

These arguments also imply that party j’s best response is a corner solution δj = δPj if

and only if:

φ(
δk−δj
αv

)

Φ(
δk−δj
αv

)
<

αv

δk + δj
for all δj ∈ [0, δPj ) ⇐⇒

φ(
δk−δPj
αv

)

Φ(
δk−δPj
αv

)
≤ αv

δk + δPj
.

Note, however that party j’s best response to any value of δk is non-zero. Consider the sign

of the derivative of party j’s payoff at δj = 0. For the Standard Normal distribution, the
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following inequality holds:19

(8) x ≥ 0⇒ φ(x)

Φ(x)
<

1

x
.

Substituting δj = 0 into equation (7) and applying (8) gives:

φ( δk
αv

)

Φ( δk
αv

)
<
αv

δk
⇒

∂EuPj
∂δj

∣∣∣
δj=0

> 0

Therefore, for values of δj near zero, the party’s expected payoff is increasing in δj (for any

δk); thus perfect moderation, δj = 0 is never a best response.

Consider an interior equilibrium, 0 < δL < δPL and 0 < δR < δPR . In an interior equilib-

rium, party ideologies (δL, δR) are defined by the following system of equations:

φ( δL−δR
αv

)

Φ( δL−δR
αv

)
=

αv

δL + δR
and

φ( δR−δL
αv

)

Φ( δR−δL
αv

)
=

αv

δR + δL

These equations immediately imply the following:

φ( δL−δR
αv

)

Φ( δL−δR
αv

)
=
φ( δR−δL

αv
)

Φ( δR−δL
αv

)
⇐⇒ Φ(

δR − δL
αv

) = Φ(−δR − δL
αv

) ⇐⇒ δL = δR

Thus, in any interior equilibrium, policy extremism is symmetric: δL = δR = δ∗. Using these

observations, we derive the unique interior equilibrium of the game. Suppose that δk = δ∗.

The critical point in equation (7) is therefore defined by

φ(
δ∗−δj
αv

)

Φ(
δ∗−δj
αv

)
=

αv

δ∗ + δj

In equilibrium, this critical point must be δj = δ∗. Therefore δ∗ must satisfy the following:

φ(0)

Φ(0)
=
αv

2δ∗
⇐⇒

1√
2π
1
2

=
αv

2δ∗
⇐⇒ δ∗ =

v
√

2π

4
α

Therefore, the unique interior equilibrium is δL = δR = δ∗ ≡ v
√
2π
4
α.

To establish uniqueness of the equilibrium, it is enough to exclude equilibria involving

19To see this, let R(x) = Φ(x)
φ(x) . Obviously R(0) > 0. Furthermore, R′(x) = φ(x)2+xφ(x)Φ(x)

φ(x)2 = 1+xR(x) > 1.

Thus, R(x) > x holds at x = 0, and for all x > 0, R′(x) > 1. Thus, x > 0⇒ R(x) > x. Inverting each side
gives the inequality.
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corner solutions. Note that equilibria in which either party perfectly moderates have already

been excluded, as δj = 0 is never a best response. What remains is to exclude equilibria in

which at least one party nominates a candidate with its own ideology. Therefore consider the

case δj < δPj but δk = δPk . In order for δk = δPk to be party k’s best response, the following

condition must hold:
φ(

δj−δPk
αv

)

Φ(
δj−δPk
αv

)
≤ αv

δj + δPk

Meanwhile, if j’s best response to δPk is internal, then

(9)
φ(

δPk −δj
αv

)

Φ(
δPk −δj
αv

)
=

αv

δj + δPk

Combining these inequalities gives:

φ(
δj−δPk
αv

)

Φ(
δj−δPk
αv

)
≤
φ(

δPk −δj
αv

)

Φ(
δPk −δj
αv

)
⇒ δj − δPk ≥ δj − δPk ⇒ δj ≥ δPk ,

Where the first implication follows from log-concavity of Φ(·). Because δj ≥ δPk , it must be

that δPj ≥ δPk . Next, note that because δPk − δj ≤ 0, Log-concavity implies:

φ(
δPk −δj
αv

)

Φ(
δPk −δj
αv

)
≥ φ(0)

Φ(0)
=

2√
2π

Next consider (A1) noting that min{δPj , δPk } = δPk :

δPk >
v
√

2π

4
⇒ 2√

2π
>

v

2δPk

Combining these inequalities,

(10)
φ(

δPk −δj
αv

)

Φ(
δPk −δj
αv

)
≥ φ(0)

Φ(0)
=

2√
2π

>
v

2δPk
≥ v

δPk + δj
,

where the last inequality follows from δj ≥ δPk . Thus the first order condition for party j to

have an interior best response, equation (9) is violated. Therefore equilibria where one party

chooses its ideal ideology is ruled out. Finally, to rule out equilibria in which both parties

select their ideal ideologies. Observe that such an equilibrium would imply the following
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conditions:

φ(
δPj −δPk
αv

)

Φ(
δPj −δPk
αv

)
≤ v

δPk + δPj
and

φ(
δPk −δ

P
j

αv
)

Φ(
δPk −δ

P
j

αv
)
≤ v

δPk + δPj

Without loss of generality, let δPk ≤ δPj . As in (10),

φ(
δPk −δ

P
j

αv
)

Φ(
δPk −δ

P
j

αv
)
≥ φ(0)

Φ(0)
>

v

2δPk
≥ v

δPk + δPj
,

a contradiction.

8.2 PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1

Given δ∗ = v
√
2π
4
α, it is straightforward to show that ∂δ∗

∂α
> 0. That is, both candidates

become more extreme as either campaign becomes more informative.

A party nominates a candidate that shares ideology with the median voter when δ∗ = 0.

Given that v > 0, this is the case if and only if α = 0. Given that α ≡
√

1
1+σ2

L
+ 1

1+σ2
R

,

it follows that α → 0 only as both σL → ∞ and σR → ∞. That is, candidate ideology

converges to the median voter only when both campaigns are completely uninformative.

8.3 PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2

Given quality-signal realizations sL and sR, the expected quality of the election winner is

given by

qw|sL, sR = max{µσ
2
L + sL
σ2
L + 1

,
µσ2

R + sR
σ2
R + 1

}.

We have already shown that before the signal is realized, the posterior mean of quality
µσ2

i+si
σ2
i+1

is distributed according to N(µ, 1
1+σ2

i
). Therefore, the expected quality of the election winner

is given by

E[qw] = E[max{QL, QR}],

where Qj ∼ N(µ, 1
1+σ2

j
). Using a standard formula,20 this expectation evaluates to

E[qw] = µ+

√
1

1+σ2
L

+ 1
1+σ2

R√
2π

= µ+
α√
2π

.

20Suppose Zi ∼ N(m, s2
i ) and Z ∼ N(0, 1). Then E[max{Z1, Z2}] = E[Z1] + E[max{0, Z1 − Z2}].

Z1 − Z2 ∼ N(0, s2
1 + s2

2) ⇒ Z1 − Z2 =
√
s2

1 + s2
2Z ⇒ E[max{0, Z1 − Z2}] = E[max{0,

√
s2

1 + s2
2Z}] =√

s2
1 + s2

2

∫∞
0
xφ(x)dx = −

√
s2

1 + s2
2

∫∞
0
dφ(x) =

√
s2

1 + s2
2φ(0) =

√
s2

1 + s2
2/
√

2π. Hence E[max{Z1, Z2}] =

µ+
√
s2

1 + s2
2/
√

2π.
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The expected quality of the election winner is strictly increasing in overall campaign informa-

tiveness, α, and therefore also increasing in the informativeness of the individual campaigns.

Consider expected aggregate equilibrium welfare as a function of α:

EW (α) = v(µ+
α√
2π

)− 1

2
(L(δ∗(α)) + L(−δ∗(α))).

Differentiating this expression gives the derivative of social welfare with respect to α:

∂EW (α)

∂α
=

v√
2π
− 1

2
(2G(δ∗(α))− 1− (2G(−δ∗(α))− 1))

dδ∗

dα

=
v√
2π
− (G(δ∗(α))−G(−δ∗(α)))

v
√

2π

4
.

From this expression for the derivative we conclude that voter welfare is decreasing in infor-

mativeness when
∂EW (α)

∂α
> 0 ⇐⇒ G(δ∗(α))−G(−δ∗(α)) >

2

π
.

Momentarily ignoring the restriction that α ≤
√

2, it is easy to see that aggregate voter

welfare is maximized for the value α̃ that solves

G(δ∗(α̃))−G(−δ∗(α̃)) =
2

π
.

When both campaigns are fully informative about candidate quality, then α =
√

2, and no

higher α is possible. Therefore, if α̃ ≥
√

2, the welfare maximizing α is a corner solution

at α =
√

2. When α̃ <
√

2, then voters are best off when campaigns are less than fully

informative. This is the case when

∂EW (α)

∂α

∣∣∣∣
α=
√
2

< 0 ⇐⇒

G(v

√
π

2
)−G(−v

√
π

2
) >

2

π
.

That is, if a sufficient portion of the voter population is more moderate than the candidates

who are nominated when campaigns are fully informative, then voter welfare is maximized

by less-than-fully informative campaigns.
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8.4 PROOF OF PROPOSITION 3

From the previous proof, we know that the optimal level of campaign informativeness is

given by the α̃ that solves

G(δ∗(α̃))−G(−δ∗(α̃)) =
2

π
.

Plugging in for δ∗ gives

G(
v
√

2π

4
α̃)−G(−v

√
2π

4
α̃) =

2

π
.

We can write α̃ as a function of v. The function incorporates constant C, which solves

G(C)−G(−C) =
2

π
.

Doing so gives

α̃(v) =
4C

v
√

2π
.

As v increases, the optimal value α̃ decreases.

8.5 PROOF OF PROPOSITION 4

For voters, we assume power utility over policy outcomes, where

ui = vqw − (|ρw − ρi|)β.

The parameter β ≥ 1 represents how concave voter preferences are with respect to policy.

The body of the paper considers β = 1; here we allow β > 1. To win election, a candidate

must be preferred by the median voter, who has ρM = 0. Therefore, candidate L wins

election if

vE(qL|sL)− δβL > vE(qR|sR)− δβR ⇐⇒

E(qL|sL)− E(qR|sR) >
δβL − δ

β
R

v
.

Given the distribution of qj and sj, we can rewrite the condition

(11)
sL + µσ2

L

1 + σ2
L

− sR + µσ2
R

1 + σ2
R

>
δβL − δ

β
R

v
,

Where the left hand side is distributed according to N(0, α2), where α2 = 1
1+σ2

L
+ 1

1+σ2
R

is our

measure of campaign informativeness. The only difference between equations (11) and (6) is

that the right hand side now has general β rather than β = 1. Candidate L wins the election

with probability 1−Φ(
δβL−δ

β
R

v
), and candidate R wins with probability Φ(

δβL−δ
β
R

v
). Solving for
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the equilibrium value of δL and δR using the same procedure as in Lemma 1 can show that

in the unique equilibrium δL = δR = δ̂, where

δ̂ =

(
v
√

2π

4β
α

) 1
β

.

First, notice that the ideology of both candidates becomes more extreme as α increases (ei-

ther campaign becomes more informative) (Bullet point 1).

Second, we determine when an increase in campaign informativeness can decrease voter

welfare. Imagine that parties nominate candidates with extremism δ ≥ 0, so that candidate

ideologies are (−δ, δ). As each candidate is equally likely to win, the loss to the voter at

ideology ρ is given by

l(ρ, δ) ≡ 1

2
|ρ+ δ|β +

1

2
|ρ− δ|β

Consider losses to voters with positive ideology ρ ≥ 0. In this case

l(ρ, δ) =

{
1
2
(ρ+ δ)β + 1

2
(δ − ρ)β if ρ ∈ [0, δ]

1
2
(ρ+ δ)β + 1

2
(ρ− δ)β if ρ ∈ [δ,∞]

Next, consider the impact on losses resulting from a marginal increase in extremism:

∂l

∂δ
=

{
β
2
((ρ+ δ)β−1 + (δ − ρ)β−1) if ρ ∈ [0, δ]

β
2
((ρ+ δ)β−1 − (ρ− δ)β−1) if ρ ∈ [δ,∞]

Observe that if β > 2, then limρ→∞
∂l
∂δ

= ∞ and by analogy, limρ→−∞
∂l
∂δ

= ∞ in the same

case.21 Next, consider the monotonicity of this function with respect to ρ:

∂2l

∂δ∂ρ
=

{
β(β−1)

2
((ρ+ δ)β−2 − (δ − ρ)β−2) if ρ ∈ [0, δ]

β(β−1)
2

((ρ+ δ)β−2 − (ρ− δ)β−2) if ρ ∈ [δ,∞]

Observe that when β > 2, xβ−2 is an increasing function, and therefore:

(ρ+ δ)β−2 − (δ − ρ)β−2 ≥ 0⇔ ρ+ δ − (δ − ρ) ≥ 0⇔ 2ρ ≥ 0

(ρ+ δ)β−2 − (ρ− δ)β−2 ≥ 0⇔ ρ+ δ − (ρ− δ) ≥ 0⇔ 2δ > 0

21To see this write the function in question as β
2

1−( ρ−δ
ρ+δ )β−1

1

(ρ+δ)β−1
and apply L’hopital’s rule.
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Hence for β > 2, ∂l/∂δ is an increasing function of ρ for ρ positive. An analogous argument

shows that for β > 2, ∂l/∂δ is a decreasing function of ρ. Therefore, for β > 2 as |ρ| increases

(in either positive or negative direction) ∂l/∂δ increases without bound.

Observe that when β < 2, xβ−2 is a decreasing function, and therefore:

(ρ+ δ)β−2 − (δ − ρ)β−2 ≤ 0⇔ ρ+ δ − (δ − ρ) ≥ 0⇔ 2ρ ≥ 0

(ρ+ δ)β−2 − (ρ− δ)β−2 ≤ 0⇔ ρ+ δ − (ρ− δ) ≥ 0⇔ 2δ > 0

Hence for β < 2, ∂l/∂δ is a decreasing function of ρ for ρ positive. An analogous argument

shows that for β < 2, ∂l/∂δ is an increasing function of ρ. Therefore, for β < 2 as |ρ|
increases (in either positive or negative direction) ∂l/∂δ decreases. Thus, for β < 2, the

median voter, ρ = 0 bears the highest cost of a marginal increase in policy extremism.

Next, consider expected voter welfare:

EW = vµ+
v√
2π
α−

∫ ∞
−∞

g(ρ)l(ρ, δ̂ ) dρ

Differentiating this expression with respect to campaign informativeness gives:

∂EW

∂α
=

v√
2π
− ∂δ̂

∂α

∫ ∞
−∞

g(ρ)
∂l(ρ, δ̂ )

∂δ
dρ

Consider the case β < 2. In this case, ∂l(ρ, δ̂)/∂δ̂ is larger for the median voter than

for any other voter in the electorate, and is continuous and decreasing as ρ moves away from

the median in either direction. In this case, if the median voter is strictly damaged by an

increase in campaign informativeness, then an electorate sufficiently concentrated around

the median voter will also be damaged by an increase in campaign informativeness. Thus,

to determine when a sufficiently moderate electorate is damaged by an increase in infor-

mativeness, it is enough to determine when the median voter is damaged by an increase in

informativeness. For the median voter

EW = vµ+ v√
2π
α− δ̂β

= vµ+ v√
2π
α− v

√
2π

4β
α.
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∂EW

∂α
=

v√
2π
− v
√

2π

4β
.

From here it follows that for β < π
2
, a distribution of voter preferences sufficiently con-

centrated around the median will be hurt by an increase in campaign informativeness. In

particular, for β < π/2 an electorate with ideology Normally distributed around the median

voter with a sufficiently small variance will be hurt by an increase in campaign informative-

ness (Bullet point 2). This calculation also shows that for π/2 < β < 2, no distribution

(Normal or otherwise) of voter preferences exists for which an increase in informativeness

hurts welfare (Bullet point 3).

To analyze β > 2, note that

∂δ̂

∂α
=
(v√2π

4β

) 1
β
α

1
β
−1

This is a decreasing, positive function of α. It is smallest when α takes its largest feasi-

ble value
√

2. Therefore is ∂EW/∂α < 0 for α =
√

2, then for some range of campaign

informativeness, increases in informativeness hurt welfare. This is the case when,∫ ∞
−∞

g(ρ)
∂l(ρ, δ̂ )

∂δ̂
dρ > k ≡

v√
2π

(v
√
2π

4β
)

1
β
√

2
1
β
−1

that is, aggregate damage from an increase in extremism must exceed a constant k that is

independent of the distribution of voter preferences. Because ∂l(ρ, δ̂)/∂δ̂ is increasing and

unbounded in |ρ|, for any ε > 0, it is possible to find a constant R such that |ρ| > R ⇒
∂l(ρ, δ̂)/∂δ̂ > k(1 + ε). Consider a distribution of voter preferences with large mass in the

tails, outside of [−R,R]: ∫ −R
−∞

g(ρ)dρ+

∫ ∞
R

g(ρ)dρ >
1

1 + ε

∫ ∞
−∞

g(ρ)
∂l(ρ, δ̂ )

∂δ̂
dρ >

∫ −R
−∞

g(ρ)
∂l(ρ, δ̂ )

∂δ̂
dρ+

∫ ∞
R

g(ρ)
∂l(ρ, δ̂ )

∂δ̂
dρ >

k(1 + ε){
∫ −R
−∞

g(ρ)dρ+

∫ ∞
R

g(ρ)dρ} > k

Thus, any distribution with sufficient mass in the tails generates the desired result. In

particular, for a Normal distribution with variance s and mean zero, the mass outside interval

[−R,R] is equal to

2Φ(
−R
s

)→ 1 for s→∞
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Thus, for a Normal distribution with sufficiently large variance, an increase in campaign

informativeness can hurt voter welfare for β > 2 (Bullet point 4).

8.6 PARTY PREFERENCE NON-LINEARITY

Although the Proposition 4 focuses only on the non linearity of voter preferences, the body

of the paper mentions non-linearity of party preferences as well. Here, we verify claims

in the body of the paper that assuming quadratic party preferences does not change our

qualitative results. We anticipate that the results will continue to hold for other levels

of party preference concavity. However, assuming general power utility on behalf of the

parties as we do for voters above does not allow for a tractable analysis. Under quadratic

party preferences, and linear voter preferences there exists parameter cases under which

increased campaign informativeness decreases voter welfare. At this point, we also assume

the distribution of voter preferences G is N(0, r2).

When parties have concave preferences over policy outcomes, the analysis from the body

of the paper is unchanged up until we get to the party expected payoff functions given δL

and δR. For any δL and δR between 0 and δP ,

EuPL(δL, δR) = −Φ

(
δL − δR
vα

)
(δP + δR)2 +

(
1− Φ

(
δL − δR
vα

))
(δP − δL)2

EuPR(δL, δR) = Φ

(
δL − δR
vα

)
(δP − δR)2 +

(
1− Φ

(
δL − δR
vα

))
(δP + δL)2

The first order conditions of these functions with respect to the party’s own candidate

ideology are

∂EuPL
∂δL

= φ

(
δL − δR
vα

)
1

vα

(
(δP − δL)2 − (δP + δR)2

)
+

(
1− Φ

(
δL − δR
vα

))
2(δP − δL) = 0.

∂EuPR
∂δR

= φ

(
δL − δR
vα

)
1

vα

(
(δP − δR)2 − (δP + δL)2

)
+

(
1− Φ

(
δL − δR
vα

))
2(δP − δR) = 0.

Solving these equations for δL and δR give the equilibrium solution

δ∗ = δ∗L = δ∗R =
αvδP

√
2π

4δP + αv
√

2π
.

The ideology of both candidates is strictly increasing in α. That is, both candidates become

more extreme as either campaign becomes more informative.
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Voter welfare is decreasing in campaign informativeness if

∂EW
∂α

= v√
2π
−
(∫ δ∗
−∞ g(ρ)dρ−

∫∞
δ∗
g(ρ)dρ

)
∂δ∗

∂α
< 0

⇐⇒ v√
2π
< (2G(δ∗)− 1)∂δ

∗

∂α

⇐⇒ v√
2π
< (2G(δ∗)− 1) 4δP

2
v
√
2π

(4δP+αv
√
2π)2

⇐⇒ (4δP+αv
√
2π)2

8δP 2π
< 2G(δ∗)− 1.

In the limit, as voters become concentrated (i.e., r → 1), G(δ∗) → 1 and this condition

becomes

(12)
(4δP + αv

√
2π)2

8πδP 2
√

2π
< 1,

which holds for low enough v, since (4δP )2 < 8πδP
2√

2π ⇐⇒ 2 < π
√

2π. Similarly, for

any v > 0 such that inequality (12) holds, there exists a range of r small enough such that
∂EW
∂α

< 0.

From this, we conclude that with quadratic party preferences, there exists a range of

values for v and r such that voter welfare is decreasing in campaign informativeness.

8.7 EX ANTE ASYMMETRY

This section shows that the qualitative results from Sections 4 and 5 continue to hold when

the party candidates differ in their ex ante expected quality. The following analysis as-

sumes that voter ideology is distributed around the median voter according to N(0, r2). The

variance r represents how concentrated the population is around the median, with large r

denoting a wide range of popular opinion, and r → 0 representing a special case where the

entire voter population shares the same ideology.

Suppose that the prior belief about the quality of the party L candidate is qL ∼ N(µL, 1),

while the prior belief about quality for party R candidate is qR ∼ N(µR, 1). The analysis

is unchanged, up to the calculation of the distribution of the terms on the left hand side of

equation (6). In the text,

sL + µσ2
L

1 + σ2
L

− sR + µσ2
R

1 + σ2
R

∼ N(0, α2)

When the prior means are different, the distribution of this term is different:

sL + µLσ
2
L

1 + σ2
L

− sR + µRσ
2
R

1 + σ2
R

∼ N(m,α2)
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where m = µL − µR. Following the analysis in the text, we find that the expected payoff to

the parties given their choices of δ are

EuPL(δL, δR) = −δPL +
(
1− Φ

(
δL−δR−m

vα

))
(δL + δR)− δR

= −δPL + Φ
(
δR−δL+m

vα

)
(δL + δR)− δR

EuPR(δL, δR) = δPR + Φ
(
δL−δR−m

vα

)
δR −

(
1− Φ

(
δL−δR
vα

))
δL

= δPR + Φ
(
δL−δR−m

vα

)
(δL + δR)− δL

Thus the first order conditions characterizing best-responses are

Φ(
δR − δL +m

αv
)− (δR + δL)φ(

δR − δL +m

αv
)

1

αv
= 0

Φ(
δL − δR −m

αv
)− (δR + δL)φ(

δL − δR −m
αv

)
1

αv
= 0.

Because the standard normal density is symmetric around zero,

(δR + δL)φ(
δL − δR −m

αv
)

1

αv
= (δR + δL)φ(

δR − δL +m

αv
)

1

αv
.

Thus, a Nash equilibrium with an interior optimum for each party (rather than a corner

solution) requires:

Φ(
δL − δR −m

αv
) = Φ(−δL − δR −m

αv
).

For the standard normal cdf, Φ(x) = Φ(−x) ⇐⇒ x = 0. Thus it must be that at interior

optimum,
δL − δR −m

αv
= 0 ⇐⇒ δL = δR +m.

Observe that these equations also imply that at a Nash equilibrium with interior optimality,

both parties are equally likely to win election. Combining this equation with either first

order condition for party R gives the following:

1

2
− m+ 2δR

vα
√

2π
= 0.

This equation immediately implies that

δR =
v
√

2π

4
α− m

2
and δL =

v
√

2π

4
α +

m

2
.

Compared with the symmetric case, the party with the greater expected quality chooses a

more-extreme position, while the other party adopts a more-moderate position. As long as
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the difference in the means, m, is less than v
√
2π
2
α both solutions are interior and constitute

an equilibrium. If m is greater than this threshold, then the disadvantaged party perfectly

moderates, running a candidate with the median voter’s ideology. For subsequent welfare

analysis, we focus on the case of small differences in ex ante means.

Unlike the case considered in the body, because the party positions are asymmetric, the

election winner is not the candidate who generates the higher realized quality. Rather, the

election winner is the candidate who generates a higher expected surplus for the median

voter. Let Qj represent the ex ante distribution of the posterior mean of quality:

Qj =
sj + µjσ

2
i

1 + σ2
j

The expected surplus offered to the median voter at the interim stage is therefore

Uj = vQj − δj

As discussed in text, Qj ∼ N(µj,
1

1+σ2
j
), and hence, Uj ∼ N(vµj − δj,

v2

1+σ2
j
). As r → 0

the expected utility of the electorate approaches the expected utility of the median voter,

which is simply E[max{UL, UR}]. According to a standard formula, the expected value of

the maximum order statistic drawn from two independent normals, N(νj, θ
2
j ) is given by

ν2 + (ν1 − ν2)Φ(
ν1 − ν2√
θ21 + θ22

) +
√
θ21 + θ22φ(

ν1 − ν2√
θ21 + θ22

)

In this formula the two critical quantities are the difference in means, and the sum of the

variances. In our case, these evaluate as follows:

ν1 − ν2 = vµL − δL − vµR + δR = m(v − 1)

√
θ21 + θ22 =

√
v2

1 + σ2
L

+
v2

1 + σ2
R

= vα.

Thus, this formula evaluates to

vµR − δR +m(v − 1)Φ(
m(v − 1)

vα
) + vαφ(

m(v − 1)

vα
).

The derivative of this expression with respect to α is given by

−v
√

2π

4
+
m2(v − 1)2

vα2
φ(
m(v − 1)

vα
) + vφ(

m(v − 1)

vα
)− m2(v − 1)2

vα2
φ(
m(v − 1)

vα
),
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which becomes just

−v
√

2π

4
+ vφ(

m(v − 1)

vα
).

Because the largest value for the Normal pdf is 1√
2π

and 1√
2π
−
√
2π
4
< 0, our result that voter

welfare is decreasing in campaign informativeness when voters are sufficiently concentrated

around the mean continues to hold. Our main result is robust to ex ante differentiation

among candidates, provided this differentiation is not too large.

8.8 PROOF OF LEMMA 2

Given candidate extremism δL and δR, candidate L wins election if

E(qL|sL)− E(qR|sR) >
δL − δR

v
⇔ Q̂ >

δL − δR
v

,

analogous to the model with Normal distributions. According to our definition of H(·),
candidate L wins with probability 1 − H( δL−δR

v
) and candidate R wins with probability

H( δL−δR
v

). By symmetry of the posterior mean difference random variable, party j wins with

probability H(
δk−δj
v

). Hence party j’s expected utility is:

EuPj (δj, δk) = −H
(δk − δj

v

) (
δPj − δj

)
− (1−H

(δk − δj
v

)
)
(
δPj + δk

)
.

Consider the derivative of this function in the party’s choice of ideological divergence:

∂EuPj
∂δj

= H
(δk − δj

v

)
− h
(δk − δj

v

)δj + δk
v

and hence,

(13)
∂EuPj
∂δj

T 0⇔
h
(
δk−δj
v

)
H
(
δk−δj
v

) S
v

δj + δk
.

Temporarily consider δj ∈ R1, ignoring the upper bound imposed by party ideology. Observe

that by assumption (A3) (log-concavity of H(·)), the left hand side of (13) is an increasing

function of δj (the reverse hazard rate h(·)/H(·) is decreasing in its argument, while the ar-

gument is decreasing in δj). Meanwhile, the right hand side is a strictly decreasing function

of δj, which approaches zero as δj → ∞. Hence, for a specific value of δk, (13) holds as

an equality for no more than one value of δj. Furthermore, whenever an intersection exists

between the left and right hand side of (13), the left hand side intersects the right hand side
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from below; therefore, the critical points defined by the intersection is a maximum. As no

other critical point exists, whenever a critical point exists it is a global maximum. If no

intersection exists for all values of δj ≥ 0, then it must be that the left hand side is bigger

than the right hand side for all δj ≥ 0. In this case, party j’s payoff function is monotonically

decreasing in δj. The third alternative is that the left hand side is below the right hand side

at δj = 0, but the intersection occurs at a value of δj that exceeds the party’s ideal point

δPj . In this case the party best response is a corner solution, δj = δPj .

The argument of the preceding paragraph implies the following observations:

- If h(δk/v)
H(δk/v)

< v/δk party j’s best response to δk is strictly bigger than zero.

- An interior best response, δj < δPj is characterized by equality in condition (13).

- Party j’s best response is a corner solution δj = δPj whenever

h(
δk−δj
v

)

H(
δk−δj
v

)
<

v

δk + δj
for all δj < δPj ⇐⇒

h(
δk−δPj
v

)

H(
δk−δPj
v

)
≤ v

δk + δPj

- If h(δk/v)
H(δk/v)

≥ v/δk party j’s best response to δk is δj = 0.

Note that the third condition immediately implies that δj = δk = 0 cannot be an equilibrium,

as δk = 0 implies that v/δk = ∞ while h(0)/H(0) < ∞. Therefore, the best response to

δk = 0 cannot be δj = 0.

Next, consider a possible equilibrium (δL, δR) in which both δL and δR are interior (strictly

greater than zero but strictly less than the party ideology) but not necessarily identical. If

both parties’ equilibrium ideologies are interior, they must be characterized by equality in

condition (13) for both parties. Hence,

Party L:
h
(
δR−δL
v

)
H
(
δR−δL
v

) =
v

δL + δR
Party R:

h
(
δL−δR
v

)
H
(
δL−δR
v

) =
v

δL + δR

Combining these conditions gives the following:

h
(
δR−δL
v

)
H
(
δR−δL
v

) =
h
(
δL−δR
v

)
H
(
δL−δR
v

) ,
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and because the reverse hazard rate is strictly decreasing, we find

δR − δL
v

=
δL − δR

v
⇒ δL = δR,

Substituting δL = δR = δ̄ into (13) with equality, and solving:

(14)
h(0)

H(0)
=

v

2δ̄
⇒ δ̄ =

v

4h(0)

where use has been made of the property H(0) = 1/2, implied by symmetry of the density.

Thus, the only possible equilibrium in which both parties nominate candidates with strictly

interior ideologies is described by (14). (A1’) guarantees that this level of ideological diver-

gence does not exceed the party’s ideology. We have therefore shown that under (A1’), (A2)

and (A3), that the only equilibrium in which both parties nominate candidates of interior

ideology has δL = δR and is characterized as described in the lemma. In addition δL = δR = 0

has been ruled out. These observations establish the first two statements in the lemma.

To establish the third statement, note that four types of asymmetric equilibrium must be

ruled out. 1) one party moderates perfectly and the second party chooses an interior level

of extremism, δj = 0, δk < δPk . 2) One party moderates perfectly and the second party does

not moderate at all, δj = 0, δk = δPk . 3) One party does not moderate at all and the other

party selects interior extremism, δj < δPj , δk = δPk . 4) Neither party moderates at all δj = δPj

and δk = δPk .

Consider cases 1) and 2), supposing δj = 0 and δk > 0. For j’s best response to δk to

be δj = 0, it must be that
h(δk/v)

H(δk/v)
≥ v/δk.

If k’s best response is bigger than zero, it is either an internal best response, defined by an

equality in (13), or a corner solution at δk = δPk . Therefore, given δj = 0, for party k’s best

response it must be that duk/dδk ≥ 0, that is,

h(−δk/v)

H(−δk/v)
≤ v/δk,

Together, these inequalities imply

h(−δk/v)

H(−δk/v)
≤ h(δk/v)

H(δk/v)
.
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Because δk > 0, this inequality contradicts the assumption that the reverse hazard rate

h(·)/H(·) is a decreasing function.

To rule out 3) consider the case δj < δPj and δk = δPk . Following the observations about best

responses, in order for δk = δPk to be party k’s best response, it must be that:

h(
δj−δPk
v

)

H(
δj−δPk
v

)
≤ v

δj + δPk
.

Meanwhile, if j’s best response to δPk is internal, then

h(
δPk −δj
v

)

H(
δPk −δj
v

)
=

v

δj + δPk
.

Combining these inequalities gives:

h(
δj−δPk
v

)

H(
δj−δPk
v

)
≤

h(
δPk −δj
v

)

H(
δPk −δj
v

)
⇒ δj − δPk ≥ δj − δPk ⇒ δj ≥ δPk .

Where the first implication follows from log-concavity of H(·). Because δj ≥ δPk , it must be

that δPk ≤ δPj . Next, note that because δPk − δj ≤ 0, Log-concavity implies:

h(
δPk −δj
v

)

H(
δPk −δj
v

)
≥ h(0)

H(0)
.

Next consider (A1’), noting that min{δPj , δPk } = δPk :

δPk >
v

4h(0)
⇒ h(0)

H(0)
>

v

2δPk
,

where use has been made of H(0) = 1/2, implied by symmetry. Combining these inequalities,

(15)
h(

δPk −δj
v

)

H(
δPk −δj
v

)
≥ h(0)

H(0)
>

v

2δPk
≥ v

δPk + δj
,

where the last inequality follows from δj ≥ δPk . Thus the first order condition for party j to

have an interior best response, equation (9) is violated. Therefore equilibria where one party

chooses its ideal ideology is ruled out. Finally, to rule out equilibria in which both parties

select their ideal ideologies. Observe that such an equilibrium would imply the following
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conditions:

h(
δPj −δPk

v
)

H(
δPj −δPk

v
)
≤ v

δPk + δPj
and

h(
δPk −δ

P
j

v
)

H(
δPk −δ

P
j

v
)
≤ v

δPk + δPj

Without loss of generality, let δPk ≤ δPj . As in (15),

h(
δPk −δ

P
j

v
)

H(
δPk −δj
v

)
≥ h(0)

H(0)
>

v

2δPk
≥ v

δPk + δPj
,

a contradiction.

PROOF OF PROPOSITION 5

Point 1: The unique equilibrium is symmetric. Therefore, the candidate with higher realized

posterior mean quality wins election: candidate j wins if and only if E[qj|sj] > E[qk|sk].
Thus the realized quality of the election winner is w ≡ max{E[qL|sL], E[qR|sR]} = E[qR|sR]+

max{E[qL|sL]− E[qR|sR], 0}. From an ex ante perspective, expected quality of the election

winner is a random variable:

W ≡ E[qR|SR] + max{E[qL|SL]− E[qR|SR], 0} = E[qR|SR] + max{Q̂, 0}

Next, note that the mean of the expected quality of the election winner is given by:

E[W ] = E[E[qR|SR]] + E[max{Q̂, 0}] = µ+ E[max{Q̂, 0}]

where µ represents the expected quality of candidate R under the prior (use has been made

of the Law of Iterated Expectations). Next, consider Q̂α ∼ Hα(·) and Q̂β ∼ Hβ(·) that

satisfy the assumptions of this section, where information structure α dominates β in the

RO-precision order, and thus Hα(·) is flatter in the rotation order than Hβ(·). Observe that

E[max{Q̂i, 0}] = Pr(Q̂i ≥ 0)E[Q̂i|Q̂i ≥ 0] =
1

2
E[Q̂i|Q̂i ≥ 0].

Next, consider the distribution function of random variable Q̂i|Q̂i ≥ 0. The distribution

function of this random variable is H̃i(x) ≡ (Hi(x) −Hi(0))/(1 −Hi(0)) = 2Hi(x) − 1, de-

fined on [0, q̄i], where (recall that) q̄i is the maximum element of the support of Q̂i. Because

Hα(·) is flatter than Hβ(·) in the rotation order, and the rotation point is zero under (A2), for

all x ∈ [0, q̄b], Hα(x) < Hβ(x). Thus, H̃α(x) < H̃β(x) for x ∈ [0, q̄b] which implies that ran-

dom variable Q̂α|Q̂α ≥ 0 first order stochastic dominates Q̂β|Q̂β ≥ 0 (with strict inequality
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everywhere in the interior of the support (0, q̄a)), and hence, E[Q̂α|Q̂α ≥ 0] > E[Q̂β|Q̂β ≥ 0].

This inequality immediately yields the desired result.

Points 2 and 3: If signal structure α is more RO-precise than β, then Hα(·) is flatter in

the rotation order than Hβ(·), and because (A2) is satisfied, the rotation point must be

zero. Immediately it follows that hα(0) ≤ hβ(0). Hence, equilibrium extremism under α,

given by v/(4hα(0)) is no less than under β, given by v/(4hβ(0)). Indeed, with strong RO-

informativeness, hα(0) < hβ(0), and therefore equilibrium extremism is strictly higher with

α than β.
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